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The second product in the BACHI-CON RC series! Snipe your opponent with masterful
maneuvers! Unrestricted and complex running hype up the already fierce battles!
Innovative laser tag battle RC tanks

“No holds barred! All-out Tank Laser Battle Set”
To be launched on Saturday, November 27, 2021
Equipped with various features including incredible slide running, superspeed 360 spins, lighting
and sound effects, and responsive movements
TOMY Company, Ltd.
TOMY Company, Ltd. (Representative Director, President & COO: Kazuhiro Kojima, headquarters: Katsushikaku, Tokyo) will release “No holds barred! All-out Tank Laser Battle Set” (hereinafter “All-out Tank”) (SRP:
JPY 8,690/tax included), a set of innovative laser tag battle RC tanks, on Saturday, November 27 at toy stores, toy
sections of department stores and mass retailers throughout Japan, online stores, TOMY Company’s official online
store “Takara Tomy Mall” (takaratomymall.jp), etc.

See the video on
how to play from
here

“No holds barred! All-out Tank” is an innovative battle RC tank with which you can enjoy fierce laser tag battles
and unrestricted and complex maneuvers made possible by unique Special Wheels. The main unit, whose entire
length is approximately 210 mm, is equipped with Special Wheels that enable unrestricted and complex running.
The tank can not only run forward and backward, but also slide to the left and right. By combining the lateral
and longitudinal running, it can also run at a right angle. The unique maneuverability of the tank is quite innovative,
with its powerful and agile motion even when running while dodging obstacles.
The product includes two main units in a set, which allows for two-player battles in the Battle Mode. Furthermore,
using the Autonomous Mode for running a tank autonomously, you can also enjoy fierce battles by yourself.
Lighting and sound effects are activated when firing lasers and getting shot, hyping up the fully-fledged laser tag
battles even more.
The BACHI-CON RC series features RC toys with astonishing and exhilarating gimmicks for playing your heart
out in exciting battles. All-out Tank will be released as the second product in the series, following “Butto Buster”
(released on June 26, 2021). Being different from robot-type RC toys, this vehicle-type RC toy is perfect for all
generations from children to adults.
*) RC: Abbreviation for remote control

Features of the Product
★Unique Special Wheels to enable unrestricted and complex
running★
Special Wheels, each of which is equipped with eight smaller wheels,
enable the tank to run both longitudinally and laterally, achieving free and
complex movements.
◆Slide running
With just a single button on the controller, the tank can easily make slide running straight to the left and right.
Combining this with forward/backward running allows the tank to run at a right angle.
◆Superspeed 360 spin
By pressing and holding the control
switch to the left or right, you can control the
action with counter-clockwise or clockwise
superspeed 360 spins.

★Laser tag battles★
The rules are very simple. The player who hits the opposing unit’s weak spot
(the rear of the main unit) with laser three times wins. A unit that has been shot stops
moving, and trembles to let the players know it has been hit. The main units are
equipped with lighting and sound effects as well as responsive movements, which
activate when the units are powered up, when they fire lasers, and when they are hit
to hype up the battle.
◆You can enjoy battles with someone else or by yourself!
In addition to two-player games with each player using a unit, you can also
enjoy single-player games using the Autonomous Mode, in which the opposing unit
becomes an autonomous moving target for approximately 60 seconds. Furthermore,
you can play multiplayer games with up to eight units.

Product Outline
Product Name: “No holds barred! All-out Tank Laser Battle Set”
SRP: JPY 8,690 (tax included)
Launch Date in Japan: Saturday, November 27, 2021
Recommended Age: 6 years and up
Package Contents: Main unit × 2, controller × 2
Dimensions, weight: (Main unit) W 164 × H 120 × D 210 mm・Approx. 650 g (per unit)
(Controller) W 120 × H 90 × D 60 mm・Approx. 110 g (per controller)

Batteries Required: (main unit) 5 × AA alkaline × 2 units, (controller) 2 × AA alkaline × 2 controllers
* A total of 14 batteries are required. (not included)

Sales Channels: Toy stores, toy sections of department stores/mass retailers throughout Japan, online stores,
TOMY Company’s official online store “Takara Tomy Mall” (takaratomymall.jp), etc.
Copyright: © TOMY
Official Website: www.takaratomy.co.jp/products/ggtk
Caution: Indoor use is recommended.

About BACHI-CON RC
BACHI-CON RC is a series of RC battle toys with a focus on battles and
controls. With astonishing and exhilarating gimmicks and easy maneuvers,
you can play your heart out in exciting battles in multiplayer mode with your
family and friends or in a single-player mode.
■BACHI-CON RC First Product
“ButtoBuster Battle Set”
SRP: JPY 6,930 (tax included/on sale)
“Butto Buster” is a combat robot with which you can enjoy fights with
exhilarating gimmicks by operating them with punching moves while
holding 2.4 GHz wireless controllers in both hands. When you hit your
opponent’s weak spot and knock them out, the pilot is blown off in the
air. This surprising gimmick clearly indicates the outcome of a fight and
adds to the fun of the battle.
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